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The current experimental data does not exclude the possibility that additional sterile neutrinos 
exist. We discuss two methods to determine active-sterile neutrino mixing. Firstly, singular 
values provide a comprehensive description of the mixing phenomena. By using them, we get 
the stringent bounds for the active-sterile mixing in the scenario with one additional neutrino. 
Secondly, we describe a simplified model with a sterile neutrino to show a sensitivity of the 
invisible Z-boson decay to the sterile neutrino mixings. In the end, we outline the precise analysis 
of the light-heavy mixings coming from the Z-boson decay taking into account the first-order 
radiative corrections.
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1. Introduction
Neutrino physics provides many challenging questions. Amongst them is that concerning the 
number of neutrino types in nature. The current status is that there are three types (flavours) v( ) 
where a = e,^,r of neutrinos which are composed of three massive states v(m) where i = 1,2,3. 
This composition of flavours states as a combination of massive states is known as neutrino mixing 
and can be viewed as a transition between two orthogonal state bases given by the unitary matrix 
called the PMNS mixing matrix, i.e., v(,f ) = X3=1 (UPMNS)aiv(m). However there are experimental 
and theoretical clues indicating that at least one additional neutrino is necessary. If it is the case the 
new neutrino fields Vp (7) where f3 (j) = 1,..., nr can mix with the standard neutrinos and signals 
of such mixing must be visible as a deviation from unitarity of the pMNS mixing matrix wherein the 
complete mixing matrix preserves unitarity
/v «)
k)
/ Un Uih\ / v(m) \
Uhl Uhh v<m) (1)
In this paper we will discuss methods to estimate the active-sterile mixing Ulh. The emphasis will 
be put on the 3+1 scenarios, i.e., the scenario with one additional neutrino.
2. Estimation of the active-sterile mixing
2.1 Singular values based method
In [1] an interesting connection between mixing matrices and quantities known as singular 
values has been pointed out. It turn out that all physical mixing matrices must be contractions, 
i.e., matrices with the largest singular value less than or equal to one 1, where singular values 
of a given matrix U e cnXn are defined as the positive square roots of the eigenvalues of UU 
i.e., si(A) = y/Ai(UU+) for i=1,2,...,n. This characterization allows us to treat both SM and BSM 
scenarios in a uniform way. Moreover all physically interesting situations can be described by 
3-dimensional pMNS mixing matrices. It is so since all physically admissible 3-dimensional mixing 
matrices belong to the convex hull spanned by the 3-dimensional unitary matrices
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Q :=conv(UpMNs) = aM | Ui e U(3),ai,...,am > 0, ai = 1,
i=1 i=1
#12, #13, #23 and 5 given by experimental values}
(2)
The connection between the Q region and BSM scenarios follows from the fact that the only 
contraction can be extended to a larger unitary matrix and this procedure is called a unitary dilation. 
However, the minimal dimension of such extension is not arbitrary but depends on the number of 
singular values strictly less than one. This allows us to divide the Q region into four disjoint subsets 
according to the minimal number of additional neutrinos
Q1 : 3+ 1 scenario: S = {71 = 1.0, 72 = 1.0,73 < 1.0}, (3)
Q2 : 3+ 2 scenario: S = {71 = 1.0, 72 < 1.0, 73 < 1.0}, (4)
Q3 : 3+ 3 scenario: S = {71 < 1.0,72 < 1.0,73 < 1.0}, (5)
Q4 : PMNS scenario: S = {71 = 1,72 = 1,73 = 1}. (6)
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Thus, we can study each scenario separately. In order to estimate the active-sterile mixing Uih 
we must study extensions of these subsets. This can be done with help of a cosine-sine (CS) 













where Wi, W2 and Q1, Q2 are unitary matrices and C and 5 are diagonal matrices which satisfy C2 + S2 = I.
In case of one additional neutrino the CS decomposition takes the following form
The Uih is given by
/ Uii Uih \ / Wi 0
Uhi Uhh 0 W2
/ 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 Ql 0
0 0 c -s \ 0 Q2
0 0 s c J
(8)
Uih = Wi Si2Q\, (9)
where W1 e C3x3 is unitary, S12 = (0,0, -s)T and Q2 = eld,0 e (0,2n]. Then by taking exact values of W1 
we obtain the analytic formula for the active-sterile mixing
|Uf41 = |w,-31 • 1 - a21, i = e,^,T. (10)
For example in case of heavy sterile neutrino (m > EW) we get [3]
|Ue41 e [0,0.021], |UM1 e [0.00013,0.021], |UT41 e [0.0115,0.075] .
|Ue41 < 0.041 [4], |UM| < 0.030 [4], |Ut4| < 0.087 [4]. (11)
Results for other massive scenarios are presented in [3].
2.2 Z-boson decay
The Z-boson decay width is an important observable in neutrino research providing constrains 
on masses and mixings. Its invisible part is connected to the number of active neutrinos by
PoS(ICHEP2020)129
Ny
\ meas i / x SMA inv yy
^iept ^iept
(12)
This number was intensively studied in the LEP experiment and the number of neutrino families 
was established to be [5, 6]
Nv = 2.9840 ± 0.0082.
Recent update on precision calculations gave better estimate of this number [7, 8]
Ny = 2.9963 ± 0.0074.
(13)
(14)
The Jarlskog theorem [9] states that if additional neutrinos exist then Ny is less than three. The 
present status agrees with that and we will use Ny to estimate bounds for the active-sterile mixing.
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2.2.1 A toy model
The simplest extension of the Standard Model by one neutrino is given by the model where the 


















where N = (v1, v2, v3, v4). Such a model was studied in [9, 10]. However, from the point of view 
of the present experimental knowledge, it serves just as a toy model since it leads to two massless 
neutrinos. Nevertheless, due to its simplicity it is a good starting point to study the sensitivity of 
the updated result for Nv (14) to the active-sterile mixing. For this model, the nonstandard part of 
the invisible Z-decay can be isolated giving
Nv - 2 = (x + y)2 [x2F(y) + y2F(x) + 2xyG(x, y)] , (16)
where x = and y = with m3,4 < Mz/2. The active-sterile mixing in this case is given just 
by sin a which can be read from the following relation y = x tan2 a by calculating the slope of the 
line, which lies below experimentally determined limits Fig. 1.
Figure 1: The slope of the blue and red lines represents tan2 a for the previous and updated result for Nv, 
equations (13) and (14), respectively.
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This procedure leads to the following results
LEP :NV = 2.9840 ± 0.0082 ^J^Ui4| h sina< 0.174 i = e,)i,T.
i
NEW :NV = 2.9963 ± 0.0074 Ui41 h sina< 0.121 i = e,p,T.
The updated result provides the significant improvement in the estimation of the active-sterile 
mixing which motivates further study of realistic scenarios.
(17)
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2.2.2 A realistic model
The presence of sterile neutrinos impacts the invisible Z-decay width as they mix with the active 
neutrinos. We discuss the influence of the sterile neutrinos on rinv in models with additional nr 
right-handed neutrinos. The existence of sterile neutrinos manifests itselfboth at tree and loop level. 
In [11, 12] the impact of sterile neutrinos to the electro-weak pseudo observable (EWPO) has been 
discussed in the framework of the seesaw scenario. Due to their presence the PMNS mixing matrix 
is no longer unitary and this deviation from unitarity is the main contribution to EWPO coming 
from sterile neutrinos at the tree level. Such deviation can be parametrized as ea = Xi>4 \Uai|2 
where a = e,p,T. The contribution of right-handed neutrinos at the loop level modify the oblique 
corrections S, T, U which can be expressed in term of masses and mixings of the sterile neutrinos. 
Taking this into account the following formula is valid [11, 12]
meas it p \ SM
= 1 - 0.76(ee + )- 0.67eT - 0.0015T. (18)
The influence of the sterile neutrinos to the EWPO at the tree level can also be studied by invoking 
different parametrization of the deviation from unitarity of the PMNS mixing matrix [13, 14]. Such a 
non-unitary mixing matrix Un can be written as the product of unitary matrix U and positive-definite 
Hermitian matrix r, i.e., Un = (I - r)U providing
p GFMZ£,J Wfaf _
p inv = >
12^
G F m 3
(3 (4r TT + ree + rnn)). (19)
12V2;r
Finally, the detailed discussion [15] of importance of loop corrections in the estimation of active- 
sterile mixing in the seesaw scenario revealed that they can be relevant in some parts ofthe parameter 





G F M3z p 
24^
(Zij + Zji), (20)
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where p contains the SM loop corrections to the process and
Zij = ICij |2 (1 + 5Uzniv) + 2Re [Cjj (<5grz + VZ)], (21)
with Ci7- = Xa=e,n,r U*aiUaj and zi'^"7 and VZ the lepton-flavour-dependent counterterm and 
vertex interference, respectively.
As the dilation procedure allows us to discuss 3+1 and 3+2 scenarios independently, the goal 
for the future work is to estimate new limits to the active-sterile mixings taking into account 1-loop 
corrections to the Z-boson decay due to sterile neutrinos and the updated result for the number of 
active neutrinos Nv.
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